A Modern Reply... to an Age Old Problem

Even in ancient Egypt personal weighing was recognized as a necessity. Then as accuracy was the paramount factor and to insure this accuracy the basic even-balance scale was used. The modern home hardly lends itself to a scale of this type, and it remained for Health-o-Meter to combine the unerring accuracy of this age-old principle with a design in harmony with present day motifs—and with the introduction of the new Health-o-Meter—the last word in accuracy, durability and beauty... is offered you.

The Scale of Tomorrow

An extremely new departure in the design and construction of bathroom scales, Model No. 134 embraces the sweeping distinctive lines of today, a new novel aeroplane-type dial that facilitates reading, and of course, the high degree of accuracy and durability synonymous with Health-o-Meters. Capacity 300 lbs. by 1 lb. Roomy platform inlaid with rubber mat, measures 8½ by 11 ins. Height of platform 2½ ins. Finished in all popular colors.

Model No. 132—with chromium plated platform.
Model No. 120—as above with steel pivots.

Free! with each Health-o-Meter

A Copy of "Scientific Weight Control"

This book is used by hundreds of thousands in regulating their weight safely without danger to health, and endorsed by physicians everywhere. It alone is worth the purchase price of your scale.

Health-o-Meter Offers Highest Quality at Lowest Cost
Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed

WHEN YOU BUY A Health-o-Meter

We know you will be pleased when you buy a Health-o-Meter automatic bathroom scale, no matter which model you select. Health-o-Meters are the product of a concern which has specialized in manufacturing personal weighing scales since 1915. Let us put the Health-o-Meter of your choice in your home. See for yourself how it gives your bathroom that ultra-modern touch. Learn how easy it is to take off or put on weight.

Let us send you a Health-o-Meter today!